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Abstract

The Web of Things (WoT) is rapidly growing in popularity getting the interest of not only technologist and scientific communities but industrial, system integrators and solution providers. The key aspect of the WoT to succeed is the relatively, easy-to-build ecosystems nature inherited from the web and the capacity for building end-to-end solutions. At the WoT connecting physical devices such as sensors, RFID tags or any devices that can send data through the Internet using the Web is almost automatic. The WoT shared data can be used to build smarter solutions that offer business services in the form of IoT applications. In this chapter, we review the main WoT challenges, with particular interest on highlighting those that rely on combining heterogeneous IoT data for the design of smarter services and applications and that benefit from data interoperability. Semantic web technologies help for overcoming with such challenges by addressing, among other ones the following objectives: 1) semantically annotating and unifying heterogeneous data, 2) enriching semantic WoT datasets with external knowledge graphs, and 3) providing an analysis of data by means of reasoning mechanisms to infer meaningful information. To overcome the challenge of building interoperable semantics-based IoT applications, the Machine-to-Machine Measurement (M3) semantic engine has been designed to semantically annotate WoT data, build the logic of smarter services and deduce meaningful knowledge by linking it to the external knowledge graphs available on the web. M3 assists application and business developers in designing interoperable Semantic Web of Things applications. Contributions in the context of European semantic-based WoT projects are discussed and a particular use case within FIESTA-IoT project is presented.

Chapter points

• The evolution from IoT and Web of Things to Semantic Web of Things is explained.
• Semantic web technologies applied to the Internet of Things domain are presented.
• This chapter mainly focuses on extending the semantic part for the Web of Things.
• We explain the proposed M3 framework and how to assist developers and system integrators in easily integrating semantic web technologies.
• We focus on semantically annotating data, inferring meaningful information from...
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WoT data and reusing knowledge expertise to build smarter WoT applications.

1. Introduction: Understanding Trends and the Evolution

The Internet of Things (IoT) vision is to connect sensors embedded into devices with the Internet and exploiting their services and functional capabilities [1] [3, 16]. The multiple number of IoT applications are likely to revolutionize every aspect of our lives. For instance, Oral-B\(^1\) connected to the toothbrush controls dental hygiene. The Apple HealthKit\(^2\) tracks fitness, nutrition and sleep. However, the existing IoT applications largely focus on building dedicated scenarios and this limit the evolution of the IoT because each time new resources/devices are added, technical skills and ad-hoc adaptations are required using their own protocols and their proprietary data formats. Since such applications are already deployed and operating for a particular purpose, the main challenge is working on data interoperability in order to make the applications interoperable with each other. The main benefits are the possibility to compose simple applications to build more complex ones, but also to combine heterogeneous applicative domains to build innovative applications that co-exist with the already deployed ones.

On the other hand, in the last two decades the Web technologies have become very popular. In many areas, web solutions are the only option to make business, mainly because its potential capacity for ecosystem expansion of the number of users and because it is relatively simple to use, reliable and portable to multiple technology platforms (ie. smart phones, smart TVs, tablets, laptops, computers, etc). The most important aspect of the Web is the loose coupling between applications and computing servers. An example is HTTP that decouples a server and an application that accesses the server, the developer can change the functionality of the server without breaking the system. The Web of Things (WoT) has been already considered a part of the core activities in the Internet of Things – leveraging what made the Web so successful and applying their principles to the physical devices [4, 17]. The Web of Things is what makes possible that Internet of Things (IoT) developments and data can be accessible to a large number of Web developers and business designers and thus reusing the already available knowledge on the web to enhance IoT applications. System integrators and solution providers benefit from this accessibility and enable new and innovative cross-domain IoT applications.

Recently, the combination of features and functional characteristics around the In-

\(^1\)http://connectedtoothbrush.com/, Last visited: September 2016
\(^2\)http://goo.gl/n2V42g, Last visited: September 2016
Internet of Things and the current demands in computing and processing capacity relay in the use of the cloud as the medium to solve interoperability issues, erroneously the cloud has been claimed as an interoperability facilitator, together with the Web technologies and the existing interoperability data services the cloud is making the IoT data manageable at the edge and particularly when IoT interoperability is required at the device level. This is called Fog of The Internet of Things or simply Fog of Things [45]. Fog of things aims for providing value to the data before making it available to the web facilitating the interoperability of the devices at the edge and preparing the managed data for further applications to be interoperable. This approach has demonstrated that the decoupling between physical devices and the web and bringing the computing capacity of the cloud down to the device is possible, explaining in details the Fog of Things is out of the scope in this chapter but it is mention here as a matter of comprehensive summary and consideration in the IoT evolution.

Following the evolution, and the main objective of this chapter to identify methodologies for building cross-domain interoperability, not less important is the new trend following the integration of semantic web technologies to enhance the data and promote its use in multiple and diverse applications, also called Semantic Web of Things (SWoT) [20, 18] [21]. SWoT is independent of any domain, data can be generated by one domain and used in complementary domains. The best example here is an open data portal, where the data is offered to any developers to make use of it. The data format is specified and mostly generic, thus multiple use applications can be developed. For example, a data set containing information about the number of available spaces in a car park, can be used used in different applications: for offering available spaces, but also for pre-booking or simply for estimating the occupancy of the place, etc. Semantic web technologies bring several benefits: 1) Semantically annotating sensor datasets to unify heterogeneous data and explicitly describe metadata, 2) enriching semantic sensor datasets with external knowledge graphs available on the Web to add value to them and most important operate them in a more knowledge-based manner, and 3) performing analytics on data by means of applied logic and reasoning mechanisms to deduce meaningful additional information from data.

In this chapter, we will focus on this last trend, assuming that Internet of Things and Web of Things have resolved the challenging aspects of transparently sharing information with a defined format amongst devices. In the next section, we describe a simple SWoT application, more complex ones could have been included but the main intention is to simplify the understanding process and highlight advantages when using semantic web technologies. The scenario is relevant when we observe the added capabilities for cross-domain usage and interoperability of the information. It is also the main objective to use this simple approach to illustrate characteristics and motivation for building interoperable and cross-domain SWoT applications based on those identified characteristics. Annotated and metadata aggregations are considered here as
part of the methodologies to enable interoperability.

A thermometer could be plugged into the Web to retrieve data and an application on the Web will show statistical and analytical information to make the user of the thermometer aware of the conditions. Most of the existing Internet of Things applications would just enable the visualization of the data produced by the thermometer in the form of a “dashboard” including location on where and when data was collected, trends and perhaps some forecasting on what could happen based on historical and other external sensor data information (i.e. humidity, pressure, etc.) Beyond that non-special solution, the example in this case is the need for building an application that assists the humans to automatically interpret the visualized data and combines analytical and statistical data while reusing knowledge databases designed by specialist experts. This mean the usage of healthcare databases to define if the temperature reported by the thermometer located in a room is affecting the body temperature of the people. For instance, people having asthma will be more prone to have problems if the temperature is not controlled adequately. The Web of Things will work to have all the thermometers “talking” with each other and via web applications. It will also simplify the decision making of the building manager by taking the most optimal average temperature according to pre-defined conditions such as period of the year (e.g., summer, winter, spring) or the time of the day (e.g., morning, evening, etc.). The Semantic Web of Things application would additionally help to identify the patterns that has been reported historically as problematics and based on specific periods and use of the data to correlate with current knowledge databases that report similar symptoms. The developers using SWoT approach can design such applications to combine the data produced by the body thermometer with the healthcare knowledge databases. More services can be offered for example when there is detected an increase in the normal body temperature. Not only healthcare knowledge databases can be used but also additional ones to suggest causes and home remedies. This example shows the necessity of making not only two different domains interoperable: Healthcare and Food but it also highlights the need for reusing domain-knowledge expertise (e.g., models to structure data and reasoning mechanisms to add value to data) available on the Web. This example emphasizes on integrating a reasoning mechanism specific to cross-domain knowledge databases but also the need to add value to data which is the main objective of using SWoT.

At this point, we have described the evolution and the main differences in the Internet of Things mayor trends, i.e. Internet of Things, Web of Things, Fog of Things and Semantic Web of Things. In the next section, we focus on describing application development requirements to build cross-domain Semantic Web of Things applications.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the related work that applies Semantic Web to IoT and work towards identifying the most common challenges for enabling cross-domain interoperability. Moreover, a study about
the limitations of the existing work and the justification about the need of a comprehensive framework for SWoT is explained. Section 3 presents our contributions and the M3 framework that focuses on the semantic part of the WoT and which primary objective is for assisting developers in designing SWoT applications. Section 4 summarizes this chapter and describes briefly some future directions for the SWoT area and the refinement of the M3 framework.

2. Related Work and Challenges Identification

This section introduces the most relevant work that could be applied to WoT regarding data interoperability, its modeling and reasoning mechanisms integrating semantic web technologies and addressing the research challenges towards enabling SWoT interoperability.

2.1. Technical Requirements

In this section, we review application development requirements as learned from the analysis of application examples, research studies [44, 8] and based on practical implementation of Internet of Things solutions and Web of Things modeling in the context of OpenIoT framework\(^3\) and VITAL platform\(^4\) and FIESTA-IoT portal\(^5\). The projects have been coordinated and the implementations and developments lead by consortium technical team. We focus in providing a selection of challenges based on identified solutions on how to build cross-domain interoperability.

**Ensuring interoperability among heterogeneous data.** Devices are not interoperable with each other since data is exchanged following non standardized protocols using proprietary data formats and they do not use common taxonomies or vocabularies [6, 7]. Usually, IoT devices provide unformatted data names as “raw” sensor data. This “raw” sensor data does not contain any additional description or metadata and requires specialized knowledge and manual effort in order to build cross-domain applications.

**Deducing meaningful information from raw data.** Users are primarily interested in real-world entities (such as people, places and things) and their high-level knowledge (e.g., deriving snowfall from temperature and precipitation measurements, a body temperature is abnormal or not) rather than raw output data produced by sensors attached with these entities.

**Reusing and integrating the domain knowledge already available on the Web to enable WoT data.** Knowledge already available in the web can be used to simplify

---

\(^3\)http://www.openiot.eu/, Open Source Middleware for the Internet of Things

\(^4\)http://vital-iot.eu/, The future of connecting IoT smart city systems

\(^5\)http://fiesta-iot.eu/, Federated Semantic interoperability for Internet of Things systems
complex knowledge operations, for instance, knowledge bases already designed for smart homes could be reused to describe a smart home which comprises thermometers, smoke detectors, humidity sensors and their related actions to take. This reusability is crucial in the Web of Things in order to enable data interoperability.

**Ensuring interoperability among WoT projects.** Taking inspiration from “sharing and reuse” approaches, an effort should be done to reuse data, vocabularies, designs, and softwares already done in the past to encourage reusability but also to build composite and interoperable applications that uses annotated data for enabling the creation of more WoT services. There is a need to study the existing projects and find a common pattern of the components constantly redesigned (e.g., the model to structure data or the reasoning mechanisms).

**Combining different application domains.** Combining different domains could enable smarter applications. It requires an interoperable domain knowledge to easily navigate from one domain-specific knowledge graph to another. This approach takes inspiration from the Semantic Web community designing Ontology Design Patterns (ODPs) [5] and Ontology Networks [12].

In addition to the listed requirements, achieving such challenges would help to enable a more directional approach towards building interoperable solutions, best SWoT practices are founded to encourage replicability. The most important is to work on:

- **Reducing the time spent for developing WoT applications.** In order to create interoperable and cross-domain SWoT applications, developers have to perform various tasks such as designing an application, semantically annotating data and interpreting data. To perform these tasks, developers have to learn semantic web technologies and tools, a time consuming process, which can take several months. Reducing this gap as much as possible can be done by empowering a framework that assist developers in designing interoperable applications without learning semantic web technologies [19, 32].

- **Reducing the learning curve required by WoT developers to integrate semantic web technologies.** Fast prototyping of semantic-based WoT applications by hiding the use of semantic web technologies as much as possible is required to avoid the developers burden on designing ontologies, semantic annotators and reasoning mechanisms to enrich their data. An extensive work with Web frameworks (e.g., Drupal, Wordpress) has been done to design pre-defined templates to automatically generate web sites to avoid users dealing with Web technologies. Based on this idea, pre-defined templates to design SWoT applications can be created.
2.2. Semantically Annotating Data

This section presents approaches that leverage the semantic web technologies for annotating data and achieve data interoperability.

**Semantic Sensor Web** is designed to semantically annotate sensor data with Semantic Web languages such as Resource Description Framework in Attributes (RDFa) [29]. Semantic Sensor Web uses and defines ontologies to support interoperability over heterogeneous environments and to describe concepts and units related to applicable domain. It also introduced the idea to reason over semantic sensor data to infer new knowledge in two domain-specific scenarios: weather and healthcare. For instance, in the weather domain “Potentially Icy”, “Low Visibility” and “High Winds” can be deduced. Semantic Sensor Web leads to a set of tools such as SemSOS [30] and IntelligO [15]. SemSOS has been designed for accessing and querying sensor data on the web. SemSOS uses the 52 North’s SOS implementation and enriches the SOS service with semantic annotations. Both tools uses semantic web technologies to manage sensors measurements.

**Linked Sensor Data** is an approach to semantically annotate the MesoWest weather dataset to publish a unified dataset on the web available as Linked Data [31]. Linked Open Data (LOD) is an open-based sharing and reusing approach for publishing, sharing, reusing and combining data on the Web [33]. It is based on Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) [23] standards to retrieve sensor measurements, convert data encoded with O&M into RDF, and then publish semantic sensor datasets on the Web. The datasets comprise 20,000 sensors, 160 million sensor observations and 1.7 billion RDF statements. Datasets have been enriched with contextual information using the GeoNames dataset to deduce regions, etc. Real sensor datasets have been semantically annotated to design specific applications without having in mind application interoperability.

**Linked Sensor Middleware** is an open source middleware where more than 110,000 sensors from open data endpoints are included. LSM follows the W3C SSN extended Group recommendations. The SSN ontology, [22] is one of the main outcome of the extended group and was originally designed for agriculture, ocean observations, smart vineyard and smart farm scenarios which have been extensively used in IoT domains.

**LD4Sensors** is an approach to semantically annotate sensor data coming from different platforms (e.g., from different weather stations) and link data together [9]. This mechanism is called “Linked Data for Sensors” and enables aggregating same kind of data generated by heterogeneous devices using heterogeneous terms. The LD4Sensors

---

http://52north.org/communities/sensorweb/sos/

O&M stands for Observations and Measurements, http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/om

RDF stands for Resource Description Framework, http://www.w3.org/TR/REC-rdf-syntax/

W3C stands for World Wide Web Consortium
approach also attaches explicit metadata to raw data by using semantic web technologies and enables publishing “linking sensor data” on the web, so other users can reuse it to build innovative applications.

2.3. Knowledge Discovery: Reusing Domain Knowledge

To ease interoperability among WoT applications and services, reusing existing ontologies is highly encouraged. In this section, semantic search engines and ontology & dataset repositories for reusing the background knowledge available on the Web are briefly studied and presented.

2.3.1. Semantic Search Engines

The Neon project provides ontology methodologies, and suggests semantic web search engines to find and reuse domain ontologies [12]. Since the integration of semantic web technologies within IoT is emerging, frequently, a new ontology is redesigned instead of reusing the existing ones as preconized by Noy et al.: “an ontology is designed to be shared and reused“ [13]. Semantic search engines such as Sindice [47], Watson and Swoogle [50] cannot reference relevant domain ontologies for WoT since they are not published online most of the time. There is a real need to spread semantic web best practices within the IoT community. A comprehensive survey of the best practices for publishing, sharing and reusing IoT ontologies is summarized [10]. For instance, tools to automatically document ontologies are referenced, and recommendations for adding ontology metadata and publishing the ontology online with a good namespace are given.

2.3.2. Ontology and Dataset Repositories

Datalift [11] is a project assisting people in semantically annotating and linking data, but not in IoT area and it does not provide any vocabularies relevant for IoT. Datalift provides the Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV) [24], an ontology catalogue, mainly known by semantic web experts. LOV lacks of ontologies relevant for IoT, and does not accept new ontologies if they do not follow semantic web best practices. DataHub is a dataset catalogue and does not provide quality checking when submitting a new dataset which leads to interoperability issues when consumers want to reuse and combine datasets.

2.4. Deducing Meaningful Information from Data

To interpret IoT data, the existing approaches explained in this section are mainly based on machine learning based approaches such as clustering to extract useful information from data. However, as previously mentioned in Section 2.2, some projects used semantic web technologies to annotate data. From a more practical point of
view, it would be easier to use Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL)\textsuperscript{10} and reasoning/inference engines to reason on data.

\textbf{IntellegO} is a semantic perception approach to interpret and reason on sensor data \cite{15}. IntellegO uses an abductive logic framework and Parsimonious Covering Theory (PCT) to interpret data based on an “ontology of perception”. The development and reuse of the background knowledge (i.e., domain knowledge designed by domain experts for instance in healthcare) required for interpreting data is a difficult task and is not considered in this work.

\textbf{Knowledge Acquisition Toolkit (KAT)} enables pre-processing and cleansing of data to reduce the traffic in network communications \cite{43}. KAT is composed of three components: 1) An extension of Symbolic Aggregate Approximation (SAX) algorithm, called SensorSAX, 2) abductive reasoning based on the Parsimonious Covering Theory (PCT), and 3) temporal and spatial reasoning. KAT is based on machine learning techniques (k-means clustering and Markov model methods). However, KAT neither deduces meaningful information from sensor data nor exploits domain-specific background knowledge relevant for IoT, which is already available on the web.

\subsection*{2.5. Relevant Semantic-based WoT Projects}

In this section existing approaches and projects working on interoperability by integrating semantic web technologies to WoT platforms are described: Spitfire, OpenIoT, CityPulse, VITAL, and FIESTA-IoT.

\textbf{SPITFIRE} introduced the Semantic Web of Things concept to integrate semantic web technologies to the Web of Things \cite{34}. SPITFIRE connected the real world of things and the Web by proposing concepts, methods and software infrastructure. Spitfire provided tools such as smart-service-proxy, LD4Sensors for linking sensor data presented above, Web-based Task Assignment and execution (WebTAsX), visualizer server and gateway connection mapper.

\textbf{OpenIoT}\textsuperscript{11} is an open-source IoT platform enabling the semantic interoperability of IoT services in the cloud \cite{35}. OpenIoT introduced the “Sensing-as-a-Service” principle by converging cloud infrastructures with IoT applications facilitating IoT service creation and deployment. OpenIoT has been successfully demonstrated and implemented by means of using semantic web design and this is a major advancement over the IoT/cloud infrastructure state-of-the-art. Previously, the state-of-the-art was characterized by an essential lack of semantic interoperability and integration across the diverse IoT applications and sensor data streams. OpenIoT brings IoT applications, Semantic Web design and Cloud infrastructure technologies all together. The

\textsuperscript{10}https://www.w3.org/Submission/SWRL/
\textsuperscript{11}http://www.openiot.eu/, Last visited: September 2016
OpenIoT platform is a joint effort of awarded open source contributions associated with popular RFID and Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) such as the Global Sensor Networks (GSN) [48], and the Linked Sensor Middleware (LSM) [49] to connect heterogeneous sensors for real-time processing. OpenIoT has been applied, but not limited, to four scenarios: smart cities by enabling crowd sensing for air quality analysis, smart agriculture for monitoring large-scale deployments, intelligent manufacturing for optimizing logistic processes and traceability of material, and the smart building in a university campus for indoor sensing and booking resources for specific activities associated with students study rooms.

CityPulse\(^\text{12}\) is mainly focused on large-scale analysis and real-time intelligence to extract meaningful knowledge and perceptions from heterogeneous data streams [36]. CityPulse works on designing and developing a framework, which supports the development of 101 applications for smart cities (e.g., public parking space availability prediction). CityPulse contains tools which can be used for discovering, processing and interpreting the data sources (e.g. weather data, traffic data, etc.) and social data streams (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Google) by using Complex Event Processing (CEP) techniques. CityPulse works on bridging the gap between the application technologies on the WoT and the real world data streams.

VITAL\(^\text{13}\) is a platform that focuses on reducing the development and deployment costs of smart city applications [37] [38] by exploiting the functionality for interconnect legacy data with IoT sensor collected data by using semantics. VITAL has deployed demonstrators in two cities: Istanbul and London. VITAL platform reuses the work achieved in OpenIoT and the W3C SSN-XG in terms of ontologies. VITAL follows a specific model enabling for the first-time an operating system that works across the cities and provides software tools based on semantic annotation and complex event processing to integrate heterogeneous IoT systems (legacy) and ensures data integration, and interoperable IoT services.

FIESTA-IoT\(^\text{14}\), stands for Federated Interoperable Semantic IoT/Cloud Testbeds and Applications, is a project, that reuses the previous work done in European project such as OpenIoT, CityPulse, VITAL, and SmartSantander. The FIESTA-IoT project works on integrating IoT platforms, testbeds, data, and associated silo applications. FIESTA-IoT aims for opening up new opportunities in the development and deployment of experiments that exploit data and capabilities from multiple testbeds. The FIESTA-IoT infrastructure looks at enabling experimenters to use a single Experiment-as-a-Service (EaaS) API for executing experiments such as reasoning on sensor data or sensor data discovery. Such experiments are conducted over multiple IoT feder-

\(^{13}\)http://vital-iot.eu/, Last visited: September 2016
ated testbeds in a testbed agnostic way i.e. like accessing a single large scale virtualized testbed. The main goal of the FIESTA-IoT project is to open new horizons in the development and deployment of IoT applications and experiments at a global scale, based on the interconnection and interoperability of diverse IoT platforms and testbeds. FIESTA-IoT project’s experimental infrastructure is targeting to be the entry point for European experimenters in the IoT domain with the unique capability for accessing to and sharing IoT datasets in a testbed-agnostic way. It enables the execution of experiments across multiple IoT testbeds, based on a single API for submitting the experiments.

2.6. Limitations of Existing Approaches

Most of the existing WoT projects and tools described above are using Semantic Web principles and available technologies for integrating semantic-enabled WoT services. The state-of-the-art analysis reveals that interoperability issues remain open since existing projects constantly redesign their own models to structure data, semantic annotators, semantic based IoT data analytics mechanisms, and domain-specific IoT applications. Based on this study, important notes can be addressed such as follows.

There are new methods inspired from the Linked Open Data (LOD) approach to reuse existing efforts in order to help WoT developers to interpret IoT data and ease interoperability among applications. To ensure interoperability, the reuse of efforts and background knowledge already designed is highly encouraged. The following research directions regarding reusing background knowledge are highlighted: 1) Extracting domain knowledge (ontologies, datasets and rules), 2) combining domain knowledge, 3) new ontology mapping, alignment and merging tools adapted to IoT ontologies, 4) make the domain knowledge interoperable by using semantic web methodologies and best practices, 5) integrate a semantic reasoning engine and reuse “IF THEN ELSE” rules already designed, and 6) an assistance for IoT application development using semantic web technologies. Overcoming such challenges will enable providing interoperability among semantic-based WoT applications and providing a uniform guideline to the application developers.

3. Contributions and M3 framework

We propose a comprehensive Machine-to-Machine Measurement (M3) framework that provides the entire data workflow generated by devices to build SWoT applications. This framework creates meta data models and semantically annotates sensor data, deduces meaningful information out of data, reuses the domain knowledge available on the Web. More specifically, the M3 addresses the semantic-related requirements, discussed in Section 2.1, as follows:

- “Ensuring interoperability among heterogeneous data” is addressed by using a tax-
ontology to unify terms and deal with issues such as synonyms and abbreviations, thus semantic web technologies for unifying data are used.

- “Deducing meaningful information from raw data” is addressed by using reasoning mechanisms such as logic-based inference engine (e.g., if temperature is 38°C then hot).
- “Reusing and integrating the domain knowledge already available on the Web to enrich WoT data” is addressed by classifying domain knowledge as a new dataset.
- “Ensuring interoperability among WoT projects” is addressed by ensuring interoperability among data, models to structure data and reasoning mechanisms.
- “Combining different application domains” is addressed by generating rules and use them for domain knowledge control.

To overcome the limitations of the WoT enabling semantic interoperability, the Machine-to-Machine Measurement (M3) framework has been designed to assist developers in designing semantic WoT applications. “Measurement” explains that M3 is mainly focused on data interoperability. M3 is a framework, a semantic engine and a methodology to define an entire workflow exploiting data produced by devices to: 1) Semantically annotate data, 2) reason over data to infer new knowledge, and 3) provide Semantic Web of Things (SWoT) templates to ease the task of WoT developers who are not familiar with semantic web technologies to easily develop semantic-based applications. The M3 framework and its four sub-components explained thereafter addresses the following challenges (introduced in Section 2.1), as depicted in Figure 0.2:

### 3.1. A semantic Engine for WoT

The figure 0.1 summarizes the M3 semantic engine workflow [27], and at the same time it maps the use case described in the introduction of this chapter showing same data (e.g., temperature 38.7°C) produced by a thermometer from two different applicative domains: Path A (upper side in the figure) for healthcare and path B (lower side) for weather forecasting. This example highlights the necessity to 1) Explicitly add description to sensor measurements, 2) interpret data, and 3) combine domains to design cross-domain applications. The first box, called “WoT data“ returns sensor descriptions such as temperature 38.7°C. In the second box, called “Semantic data“, previous data is semantically annotated according to the M3 language, implemented as an ontology, which is required for the future steps.

In the box called “Semantic Rule, new domain concept“, the S-LOR approach is exploited, and a set of interoperable rules compliant with the M3 language to infer new knowledge used. In path A, S-LOR deduces the concept “fever“, whereas in path B, S-LOR deduces the concept “hot“. In the boxes called “Domain ontologies“ and “Domain datasets“ the results of the reasoning provided by S-LOR are linked to the M3 interoperable domain ontologies and datasets used in the SWoT templates. Such
interoperable domain knowledge has been extracted from the LOV4IoT dataset. In step 6), “Cross domain applications”, the M3 interoperable domain knowledge is used to combine domains and provide suggestions. For instance, food related to the fever symptom in path A, and food related to season in path B. Since food referred to the same namespace in both domain knowledge, it is easy to combine domains. Finally, in step 7), a request queries the M3 interoperable cross-domain knowledge to get smarter data and suggestions as result of a SPARQL query for example. All of these steps can be done by loading the SWoT template provided by the SWoT generator and a Java skeleton that we provide\(^\text{15}\) to easily build semantic-based IoT applications and enrich IoT data. The provided results will be later parsed and exploited in the final application such as the naturopathy application which suggests home remedies when a high temperature (which could be a potential fever) is detected. The final application could be a user-friendly interface or could even send notifications, alerts or could send order to actuators.

### 3.2. Main Functionality and Semantic Value

In the following section, we describe essential functionalities for enabling data interoperability in the context of using the M3 framework and its semantic orientation towards data interoperability. The cross domain nature comes across as result of following the requirements described in previously introduced in Section 2.1.

\(^{15}\)http://sensormeasurement.appspot.com/?p=end_to_end_scenario
• **SWoT generator**, produces templates to the developers to ease their task in development. The template contains the files required to execute the semantic functionality and passes this to the semantic annotator and SLOR. SWoT is explained in detail in section 3.3,

• **Semantic Annotator**, explained in section 3.4, comprises a dictionary/language to semantically annotate data in a unified way compliant with the M3 framework, a cornerstone component for the well execution of the S-LOR reasoning engine.

• **Sensor-based Linked Open Rules (S-LOR)**, explained in Section 3.5, is the inference engine executing the dataset of interoperable rules to deduce meaningful information from semantic data.

• **Linked Open Vocabularies for Internet of Things (LOV4IoT)**, explained in Section 3.6, is a dataset and a set of APIs to retrieve domain knowledge required. This domain knowledge has been manually redesigned to be interoperable and used by the M3 language, SLOR and SWoT generator.

In this section, we present the M3 framework, and explained its functional relations.

### 3.3. SWoT Generation

The SWoT generation or SWoT Generator is a necessary process in any SWoT Application with the objective to ease the task of WoT developers in designing semantic-based WoT applications [41]. The SWoT generation provides the domain knowledge required to build semantic-based WoT applications by reducing development costs.
Developers can interact with SWoT generator though Application Programming Interface (API) or Graphical User Interface (GUI).

Figure 0.3, shows that developers interact with the SWoT generator by providing sensors used within the IoT application that they want to develop and in which domain the sensors are deployed (e.g., thermometer in healthcare). The SWoT generator interacts with a RDF template dataset through SPARQL queries and returns several SWoT templates matching the requirements. The template dataset has been manually designed and implemented with RDF. The current dataset contains 33 templates to design semantic-based applications. The developers choose one template (e.g., suggest home remedies template to interpret body temperature), a new SPARQL query is done to return the description of one specific template. Each template enables building semantic-based WoT applications and indicates: 1) The sensors employed in the application, 2) the applicative domains, 3) the rules to semantically annotate data, 4) the rules to deduce new knowledge from data, 5) the domain knowledge comprised of ontologies and datasets to build domain-specific or cross-domain applications, and 6) the SPARQL query to request smarter data enriched with semantic web technologies and inferred data produced once the reasoning engine is executed.

Once the description of the template is returned by the SPARQL query engine, SWoT generator produces a template with interoperable ontologies, rules and datasets to: 1) Semantically annotate data, 2) run a reasoning mechanism over data, and 3) combine applicative domains by linking data. The main novelty of this research approach and tool is that developers do not need to be familiar with semantic web technologies. Moreover, another important aspect is that the SWoT generator will provide interoperability among semantic-based WoT applications.


M3 language is used by the Semantic Annotator for unifying WoT data coming from heterogeneous projects, platforms and testbeds. The M3 language can be seen as a dictionary to describe and unify: 1) Sensor type, 2) unit, 3) sensor measurement type, and 4) applicative WoT domain [53]. The M3 language enables dealing with heterogeneous terms used in different projects such as synonyms. This language has been designed by extracting popular terms from LOV4IoT explained in section 3.6. For instance, the M3 language deals with interoperability of terms when describing sensors: Precipitation sensor or rainfall sensor or delete ambiguities by explicitly adding the meaning of the data (e.g., body temperature differs from a room temperature). This is also an essential step to later easily interpret data and infer new information. Using the M3 compliant 'Semantic Annotator', data become compatible with the M3 language, an essential step for an easy interpretation of data. The M3 language has
been implemented through the M3 ontology\textsuperscript{16} (V1) or the M3-lite taxonomy (V2)\textsuperscript{17}, more precisely they are extensions of the popular W3C Semantic Sensor Networks (SSN) ontology. The M3 ontology is mainly focused on the interoperability of data, by extending the \texttt{ssn:ObservationValue} concept and by providing subclasses of \texttt{ssn:Sensor} and \texttt{ssn:FeatureOfInterest}. M3 language is a cornerstone to enable interlinking cross-domain knowledge, a set of interoperable ontologies, datasets and rules reused by the SWoT generator to design cross-domain applications (e.g., smart home and weather forecasting).

### 3.5. Sensor-Based Linked Open Rules

Sensor Based Linked Open Rules (S-LOR) is a sharing and reusing based approach, inspired from the Linked Open Data approach, to share the knowledge on the Web. S-LOR provides a dataset of interoperable rules used to infer new knowledge from WoT data (e.g., fever deduced from a body temperature) [42]. The rules have been written manually but extracted from the LOV4IoT dataset explained in section 3.6. The rules

\textsuperscript{16}http://sensormeasurement.appspot.com/m3#, Last visited: September 2016

\textsuperscript{17}http://ontology.fiesta-iot.eu/ontologyDocs/fiesta-iot/doc, Last visited: September 2016
are compliant with the M3 ontology mentioned previously and the Jena framework\textsuperscript{18}, more precisely the Jena inference engine\textsuperscript{19}. Previously, the developer uses the M3 language to semantically annotate IoT data to produce M3-compliant data. Then, the data is enriched with new information thanks to the logic based reasoning engine S-LOR and the rules loaded that have been provided by the SWoT template as depicted in Figure 0.4. Enriched M3 data is queried through a SPARQL query also provided by the SWoT template to provide domain-specific or cross-domains suggestions to the developer. For instance, S-LOR will deduce new information “fever” from the measurement body temperature 38°C and will combine it to healthcare and naturopathy ontologies and datasets provided by the template. Finally, the developer will display results in a user-friendly interface, send alerts or even order actuators (e.g., open or close a door).

S-LOR has some limitations, it only deals with simple devices such as thermometer and not complicated sensors such as accelerometer or electrocardiograms (ECG).

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{s-lor-cycle.png}
\caption{The S-LOR cycle for IoT data Interpretation}
\end{figure}

\textsuperscript{18}https://jena.apache.org/
\textsuperscript{19}https://jena.apache.org/documentation/inference/
3.6. Linked Open Vocabularies for Internet of Things

To facilitate application development and its interoperability, the Linked Open Vocabularies for Internet of Things (LOV4IoT) dataset\(^{20}\) has been designed [51] [52]. The main purpose of this dataset is to reuse the domain knowledge expertise already designed and available on the Web. LOV4IoT references 300 ontology-based projects exploiting sensors in various domains such as healthcare, building automation, food, agriculture, tourism, security, transportation, and smart city. Projects have been identified, studied and referenced since: 1) Devices are being used, 2) domain knowledge can be re-used in another context to design cross-domain use cases (e.g., the naturopathy application combines health, weather and smart kitchen domains), 3) ontologies and their evaluations have been designed, 4) ontologies or datasets can be re-used to ease interoperability and reduce development costs, 5) rule-based systems have been designed, 6) papers have been published in conferences or journals, and 7) the explanations of why semantic web technologies are integrated are provided. However, the LOV4IoT dataset has some limitations since a lot of ontologies referenced lack of interoperability and best practices which hinder automation tasks. The LOV4IoT dataset has been mainly exploited to build the M3 language, SLOR interoperable rule dataset and the interoperable domain knowledge mainly exploited by the templates generated by the SWoT generator. A major challenge would be to automatically extract the domain knowledge from LOV4IoT and automatically re-design it to make it interoperable and enrich the SWoT generator with additional templates.

3.7. Validation within FIESTA-IoT

In the context of the FIESTA-IoT project (Federated Interoperable Semantic IoT/cloud Testbeds and Applications - introduced in Section 2.5) it is required to go beyond WoT. FIESTA-IoT focuses on interoperability of data, but also on the integration of testbeds (e.g., smart cities producing data) and experiments (e.g., WoT applications). The data workflow that has been presented in Section 3.1, is being applied within FIESTA-IoT to address data interoperability issues. It is currently extended to design a generic approach, called SEG 3.0 methodology, to ensure data interoperability from data to end-user applications that could be applied on other domains than WoT [26]. The SWoT generation is used to design and implement the concept “Experiment-as-a Service“ (EaaS), mainly addressing interoperability of applications and services within IoT. LOVIoT has been used to easily find and reuse existing IoT ontologies to build the FIESTA-IoT ontology, which reuses, extends and aligns W3C SSN, IoT-Lite, and M3-lite ontologies. S-LOR is used to deduce meaningful information from data provided by testbeds (e.g., smart cities) registered within FIESTA-IoT.

4. Summary and Future Work

Summary. In this chapter, we presented a comprehensive study about the main WoT challenges, highlighting those that rely on combining heterogeneous IoT data for the design of smarter services and applications and that benefit from data interoperability. We discussed about the limitation of the existing work in the Web of Things and the justification about the need for a comprehensive framework. We presented the most relevant projects and tools working on semantic interoperability for annotating, linking and reasoning over Web of Things (WoT) data. To overcome some of the actual limitations of the existing WoT projects, the M3 framework has been designed and explained in detail. This chapter is mainly focused on assisting WoT developers in understanding the integration of semantic web technologies in order to deduce meaningful information from WoT data to build smarter WoT applications.

Future work. Future activities focus on the refinement of the M3 framework and automatize as much as possible each component. For instance, LOV4IoT could be automatized to reuse, combine and extract the domain knowledge to easily deduce meaningful information from data. This knowledge is mainly reused to build interoperable semantic-based WoT applications and services provided by the SWoT generator. SWoT generator could be extended by investigating Semantic Web Services and Linked Open Services to enable the composition of simple services to provide more sophisticated WoT applications.
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